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ABSTRACT

This paper presents an efficient multiplexing and error control
system to improve the streaming video performance over pathag-
gregates. While providing the application with increased aggregate
bandwidth, the scheme reduces the performance degradationdue
to high path latencies and loss rates. The reduction in effective
loss and delay is achieved by smart multiplexing and exploiting
the high latency paths to user’s advantage. A novel out-of-order
transmission algorithm utilizes the higher latency paths to trans-
fer suitable frames from within the transmit buffer. We present
an FEC strategy for our scheme that decouples the transmission
of error correction frames from the associated data. This provides
protection against correlated losses. Our scheme, while not com-
pletely optimized, can provide close to optimal performance at a
considerably lower complexity. We verify the performance of our
scheme using thens-2 simulator.

1. INTRODUCTION

Multimedia transmission over the Internet has gathered consider-
able interest in the recent years. Apart from the unreliability of best
effort Internet, the limited bandwidth and path latencies pose ma-
jor hurdles to efficient multimedia transport. Previous studies have
shown that the use of path aggregates can overcome the bandwidth
deficiency ([1] - [4]). Reference [4] proposes use of productcodes
to unequally protect the video frames while aiming to reducethe
overall transmission delay over diverse paths. The previous work
in the field aims at improving the performance under a particular
constraint (loss, delay etc.) given a set of paths. It is important
to consider the effect of a path diversity scheme on performance
with the change in one or more of these constraints (path loss, de-
lay, bandwidth, number of paths etc.). Multimedia transmission
is highly susceptible to the path loss characteristics and latencies.
Thus, it is important that a path aggregation scheme must notbe
limited to efficient bandwidth aggregation but must optimize the
end user experience. This can be achieved by jointly reducing ef-
fective loss rate and latency/jitter in addition to maximizing the
transmission rate.

In this paper we develop an efficient video multiplexing scheme
over path aggregates. Our scheme, although not optimal, increases
the video performance by an order of magnitude while keeping
the implementation complexity much lower than the optimized
case. We present a novel partitioning scheme that takes advan-
tage of unequal packetization of the video and also uses an out
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of order transmission scheme to utilize high latency paths.Con-
ventionally, the transport level optimizations have been decoupled
from the application level information. We demonstrate that bet-
ter streaming performance is achieved by using a content aware
transport scheme. To deal with the short-term temporal dynamism
of the best-effort path characteristics, on every path we use a TCP
friendly congestion response scheme that is suited to multimedia
delivery [5]. Hereafter, in this paper, we refer to our scheme as
Smart Multi-path Capacity Aggregation, SMCA. An extended ver-
sion of SMCA utilizes the path loss information to generate FEC
and to decouple the FEC packets from the associated video packets
over the path aggregates.

2. DETAILED ALGORITHM

The SMCA architecture is represented in Figure 1. The sender
transmit buffer is filled by the application with video packets in
a serial fashion. The packets corresponding to the frame to be
transmitted/decoded earliest occupy the head of the buffer. SMCA
scheme is used tochoose frames for transmission from the trans-
mit buffer as described in subsections 2.1 and 2.2. There aretwo
main stages in mapping the video frames to the appropriate paths.
The first stage assigns the GOPs to a set of paths under delay con-
straints. This stage is represented by the delay reduction unit in
Figure 1. The second stage protects each frame with FEC and
maps each video and redundancy frame to a path using the content
information. This second stage is represented by the loss reduction
unit in Figure 1. The delay reduction unit is so named becauseit
helps minimize effective delay by using out-of-order transmissions
on high latency paths. Similarly, content based multiplexing of
frames and error correction reduces the impact due to the network
losses (hence the name loss reduction unit).



SMCA estimates the path characteristics at the sender. This
information comprises of loss rate, bandwidth and latency values
at different time instants. The estimation is done using theconges-
tion window behavior and acknowledgment information from the
transport scheme. For our implementation we use a TCP friendly
transport scheme for transmission of video and estimation of the
path characteristics. The transport scheme is based on Inverse In-
crease Additive Decrease (IIAD) algorithm proposed in [5].For
IIAD, the throughput,λ, is related to the loss probability,p, by
Equation (1).
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where
K : Constant of proportionality
R : Connection’s round trip time
α : Constant that determines the magnitude of rate increase
β : Constant that determines the magnitude of rate decrease
T0 : Loss Interval (Time interval between two successive losses in
different RTTs)

2.1. Delay Reduction

The receiver starts the playout after it receives the first GOP com-
pletely. Each frame in a GOP should arrive before the preceding
GOP has been decoded. Let each GOP takeT seconds to decode.
After the first GOP has arrived, all the frames of the second GOP
should reach the destination withinT seconds. The frames of the
third GOP must reach within2T seconds and so on. This provides
us with an expected arrival time for each frame.

Let the available paths be ranked in the increasing order of the
latencies and theith path in this list be denoted byli. The latency
associated withli is given byL(li). The frames to be transmit-
ted are ranked according to their position in the sender’s transmit
buffer with the frame at the head of the buffer being denoted by
f1 and the frame at positionj from the head of the buffer denoted
by fj . The expected time at which the decoder starts processing
framej is denoted byt(fj) i.e. framefj must be present at the de-
coder buffer att(fj) seconds from the current time. The packets
are assigned to the paths using the following procedure:

Find the largestn such that

L(ln) ≤ t(f1) (2)

Then, considering just the delay requirements, the pathsl1 to
ln are suitable for any of the packets in the transmit buffer. Wemap
the first few GOPs from the head of the buffer to thesen paths.
The goal is to fill these paths to capacity. If we view each path
as a pipeline, the bandwidth-latency product of the path gives an
estimate of the amount of data that can be present in the pipeline at
any given instant. Thus, ifB(li) andL(li) represent the available
bandwidth and the latency associated with pathi, the total bits as-
signed toli is equal to the bandwidth-latency productB(li)L(li).
We find the maximum number of integral GOPs from the head of
the transmit buffer such that all the frames from these GOPs can
be transmitted over pathsl1 to ln. Thus, the number of frames
mapped to pathsl1 to ln is given by max integerq1 which satisfies
the following conditions:

Σn
i=1(B(li)L(li)) ≥ Σq1

j=1size(fj) (3)

and theq1 frames form an integral number of GOPs.

Out of Order Transmission under delay constraints: The
packets fromq1 + 1 onward are again grouped separately and
mapped on to pathsln+1 onward. The number of paths,r in this
case will be given by the maximum integerr such that

L(ln+r) ≤ t(fq1+1) (4)

In caseL(ln+1) ≥ t(fq1+1), we skip the GOPs in the sender’s
transmit buffer until we reach the start of a GOP (say frame,fk,
k ≥ q1 + 1) that satisfies the delay conditionL(ln+1) ≤ t(fk).
The skipped GOPs between the framesfq1+1 andfk come after
the GOPs between framesf1 andfq1 . These skipped GOPs can
wait for transmission and will be transmitted in the subsequent re-
fresh periods when we re-evaluate frame and path rankings. The
second group of pathsln+1 to ln+r are assignedq2 packets for
transmission in a similar fashion asq1 were assigned in the first
step. We continue this grouping of paths and assignment of frames
for transmission until either all the paths are categorizedor we
run out of video frames. Each set of paths and associated group of
frames is referred to as a Delay Based Subcategory (DBS). Thede-
lay reduction unit reduces the overall transmission delay by send-
ing the frames positioned higher up in the transmit buffer over the
paths with higher latencies.

2.2. Loss Reduction

The second step involves the exact mapping of frames to paths
within DBSs.

Smart Multiplexing: Equation (1) gives us an estimate of
the available capacity given the loss rate of a path. We use the fol-
lowing algorithm for the transmission of I, B and P frames fora
given set of GOPs within a DBS. The available paths are ranked
in the increasing order of loss rates. The loss rates are measured
using the information about number of acknowledgments received
for a given number of packets sent over an interval [5]. The multi-
plexing scheme is a simple frame type based prioritizing mapping
wherein the I frames are mapped to the available paths with low
loss rates followed by the P frames. The B frames are then mapped
to the remaining paths in increasing order of the loss rates.

The complexity of this smart multiplexing scheme isO(N2 +
Q) whereN is the number of available paths andQ is the number
of frames per GOP. We compare the complexity of SMCA smart
multiplexing with an opportunistic packet mapping scheme.The
opportunistic packet mapping scheme transmits the packetsfrom
the head of the application’s transmission buffer onto the paths
that are ready to accept a packet at any instant of time. This
greedy scheme does not utilize the knowledge of the content pri-
orities nor does it exploit the path diversities. Hereafter, we re-
fer to this scheme asOpportunistic Packet Mapping Scheme or
OPMS. OPMS is an extended version of the scheme presented in
[7] without video rescheduling. In case of OPMS the scheme sim-
ply sends the next frame on the next available path and thus the
scheme is linear (in both number of frames and number of paths)
with complexity of the order ofO(N + Q). Another multiplexing
scheme that we compare the smart multiplexing complexity with is
a completely optimized scheme like a pruned tree based approach
[2]. The worst case complexity of a pruned tree based approach is
O(NQ).

Including the complexity of the delay reduction unit makes the
complexity of SMCA to beO(N4 + Q2). The increase in com-
plexity from OPMS is offset by the performance gains provided by
using the novel out-of-order transmission scheme as a part of the
delay reduction unit (Section 3).



Introducing Error Control: We now present an error con-
trol strategy for the path diverse video transmission. We design
an FEC scheme based on the RS(n,k) [8] codes. The constraints
for designing effective FEC are used to develop a simple error cor-
recting scheme for non-prioritized data transmission. We extend
this uniform FEC scheme to unequally protect hybrid video like
MPEG and H.26x.

We need to partition the available capacity for transmission of
both data and the associated FEC. Let theQ frames within a GOP
be divided intok packets of average sizes bytes each. Suppose
that the total capacity of paths under consideration (pathl1 to path
ln) ism packets ofs bytes each. In presence of error control proto-
col like FEC, them packets will consist ofk data (video) packets
andm − k FEC packets. It can be shown that for the packets to
not exceed the carrying capacity of then paths:

sm ≤ Σn(B(li)L(li)) (5)

Equation (5) along with the constraint that the average path
loss must be countered by the FEC yields the Equation (6).

k ≤
1

s
(1 − Pa)Σn(B(li)L(li)) (6)

wherePa is the average loss rate of the pathsl1 throughln.
Due to space constraints Equations (5) and (6) are presented

without the relevant derivations. Readers are referred to [9] for the
derivations. Equation (6) provides the upper limit on the amount
of the data (video) that may be transmitted reliably on the group
of n identified paths. The rest of the capacity is used by the FEC
packets. We present two different techniques to use this band-
width. The first technique uses uniform error control to protect all
the application data while the second technique exploits the con-
tent prioritization of hybrid video to unequally protect the most
important video frames.

Uniform Error Correction: In case of uniform error correc-
tion all the data packets are treated alike and the data is protected
with RS(m,k) FEC as given by Equations (5) and (6). The FEC
packets are treated with the same priority as the data they protect.
Note that since the data and FEC areclumped together, they will be
exposed to similar and probabilistically correlated path conditions.
We refer to the uniform error correcting schemes as SMCA-UFEC.

Unequal Error Correction: Prioritized error correction in-
volves unequally protecting the video packets according totheir
relative importance within the GOP. For the case of MPEG and
H.26x video, the relative importance of I, P and B frames dic-
tates the amount of FEC allocated to the video frames per GOP.
Of course, the total FEC allocated cannot exceed the limits posed
by Equations (5) and (6). To make the video transmission robust
to path loss correlations, the FEC for a frame is sent on a paththat
is far from the path (within the same DBS) on which the frame is
sent. The scheme uses unequal protection of I and P frames and
no protection for B frames. The FEC isdecoupled from the trans-
mission of the data by reserving the last paths in the DBSs (the
paths with higher loss rates) for transmission of FEC. In this case
the FEC packets have the lowest transmission priority within the
GOP.

Reordering at receiver: The final step involves reordering
of frames at the receiver before decoding. This is done by a simple
in-place buffer filling scheme that inserts frames in the playback
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Fig. 2. Simulation Topology

buffer at their correct playout position thus achieving reordering.

3. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

3.1. Simulation Set-up

Figure 2 shows the set-up used for verifying SMCA performance.
Video sourceS multiplexes video traffic destined for destination
D over multiple paths constituted by the hosts/routerB1 to B16.
The background traffic generators consist of sources transmitting
FTP and constant bit rate (CBR) traffic. The bandwidth of each
link varies between300kbps to 1Mbps. A 20 packets buffer is
provided at each transmit interface of the source and the nodesB1
to B16. We compare the performance of our scheme with OPMS
and a Pruned Tree (PT) approach (Subsection 2.2). The PT al-
gorithm was implemented for 5 paths (N=5) of Figure 2 and 16
frames (Q = 16) within a GOP. We used theFlower Garden video
test sequence in the simulations. The sequence was SIF resolution
(352 x 240 pixels) at 30 fps. The Flower Garden sequence was
encoded using H.26L encoder. The GOP had 16 frames in the fol-
lowing order: IBBPBBPBBPBBPBBP. The bit-rate was 1.7 Mbps
and the average packet size was 700 bytes. The sender transmit
buffer length was set equal to the average length of 4 GOPs of
video frames.

In the following subsection we present our performance eval-
uation results. It is important to note that the average delay values
we quote in the following subsection correspond to the values that
were administratively configured in the associated topologies. The
delays due to intermediate node buffer occupancy are in addition
to the values we quote.

Due to the space constraints we present the results for the un-
correlated topology of Figure 2 only. SMCA gives similar per-
formance improvements with correlated paths also. The readers
are referred to [9] for results with correlated topology. [9] also
presents the improvements obtained by using SMCA-UFEC and
SMCA-UEP. It is observed that while SMCA-UEP outperforms
SMCA and SMCA-UFEC, the improvements increase with the in-
crease in the average loss rate of the paths. This is expectedsince
SMCA-FEC provides robustness in presence of high losses by pro-
tecting the important data and making sure that the important data
and the associated FEC is decoupled in case of correlated losses.

3.2. Results

Table 1 presents the gains in PSNR achieved with changing num-
ber of paths. The substantial gain of more than7dB when the net-
work resources are diversified among 5 paths shows that SMCA
uses path diversity to user’s advantage. The total number ofpaths
was varied from one path (n = 1) to five paths (n = 5) while



Paths 1 2 3 4 5
PSNR(dB) 20.98 22.48 25.42 26.02 28.34

Table 1. Average PSNR Variation with Number Of Paths

SMCA PT OPMS
Avg. Loss Prob. PSNR(dB) PSNR(dB) PSNR(dB)

0.05 29.32 31.82 26.06
0.1 29.03 29.02 24.43
0.35 26.32 26.86 18.21
0.4 22.78 20.31 11.64

Table 2. Gains with Loss Variation

keeping the aggregate bandwidth fixed at1.3Mbps, average loss
probability fixed at0.1 and average path delay fixed at30ms.

The gains in performance with varying loss characteristicsare
shown in Figure 3 and Table 2. The average path delay was set
at 30ms. For each curve in Figure 3, the variation in the individ-
ual path loss probabilities was set at a maximum of 50% from the
average. All the PSNR values are averaged over 30 runs of the
simulation. We note that the SMCA scheme performs much better
than the OPMS under conditions of high average path loss. The
gains in performance with varying delay characteristics are shown
in Figure 4 and Table 3. The average path loss probability wasset
at 0.1. Again, all the PSNR values are averaged over 30 runs ofthe
simulation. We note that the SMCA scheme performs much better
than the OPMS under conditions of high average delay.
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From Tables 1 and 2, we observe that the SMCA performance
is comparable to the completely optimized PT approach underfa-
vorable network conditions (low loss rate and delay). As thecon-
ditions become unfavorable SMCA outperforms the PT approach.
This improvement in performance can be attributed to the outof
order transmission scheme adopted by SMCA. This allows SMCA
to utilize the paths are rejected by the PT transmission scheme un-
der delay constraints.

SMCA PT OPMS
Avg. Delay PSNR(dB) PSNR(dB) PSNR(dB)

30ms 30.12 31.83 27.96
50ms 28.32 29.46 24.33
100ms 25.12 24.21 19.19
300ms 21.78 18.73 11.03

Table 3. Gains with Delay Variation

4. CONCLUSION

A route aggregation scheme, SMCA, that exploits the diversity in
network paths to satisfy real-time application’s transmission re-
quirements was presented. SMCA uses a novel out-of-order trans-
mission strategy to exploit high latency paths for transferring suit-
able packets from the transmit buffer. While utilizing the other-
wise useless bandwidth, the out-of-order transmission scheme also
helps reduce the overall transmission delay. A smart content based
multiplexing scheme is used by SMCA to counter the effects due
to network loss. The multiplexing scheme, though sub-optimal,
provides gains at much lower complexity than a fully optimized
multiplexing scheme. This scheme can be used to multiplex both
video and associated FEC in a decoupled manner to avoid perfor-
mance degradation due to correlated network losses. The simula-
tion results show that SMCA performs better than an opportunistic
packet mapping scheme and comparable to a full optimized multi-
plexing scheme. Performance improvements gained using SMCA
increase with the path diversity and higher values of average path
loss and latency.
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